


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Takaaki Yoshimoto and Christianity
 Koji MIYAMOTO
　Takaaki Yoshimoto, who died in 2012, was one of most influential critics 
and thinkers in various fields in modern Japan. He was interested in 
Christianity and wrote several papers that examined social theoretical 
points through the lens of Christianity. Although my book Social Theory of 
Takaaki Yoshimoto, published in 2011, attempted to explore the social 
theories in his many works, my study did not thoroughly and deeply go 
into his works concerning Christianity. This paper aims to enlarge and 
revise the discussion begun in my book. First, I clarify how Yoshimoto 
found the basic task of intellectuals resisting the establishment in his work 
concerning the Gospel according to Matthew. Second, I show how he 
found the birth of an internal world brought by rising to a high level of 
reflexivity in the Gospel according to Mark. And third, I clarify the 
reasons why he highly respected from the viewpoint of an intellectual, the 
French female philosopher of Marxism and Catholicism, Simone Weil
Keywords： Takaaki Yoshimoto, Christianity, Gospel according to 
Matthew, Gospel according to Mark, Simone Weil
